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ABSTRACT

The informal economy  is characterized by less job security, lower incomes, an

absence of accessto a range of social benefits and fewer possibilities to participate in

formal education and training programmes. There are several factors which need to

be study that limit informal sector workers‚ contribution to pension schemes.This

study aimed to examine factors influencing informal sector worker‚s contribution to

pension scheme. Specif ically, addressesperception of informal workers towards

institutionalised social security schemes, factors that influence informal workers‚

decision to participate in a social security schemes,challenges and constraints for

informal workers in social security schemes.Information from this sample size were

collected through questionnaire to capture the study themes. Descriptive statistics

such as frequencies and percentages were used to summarize the socio-economic

characteristics of the drives and constraints to participate in social security scheme.

The knowledge and perception towards social security scheme were analysed using

frequencies and percentages through five point Likert scale. Heckman two stage

approach was adopted in analysing the data collected from 170 informal sectors

employees in DodomaCity. The findings showthat, Benefit providedby the social

security fundsare strong force to encourage informal sector employees. Government

policy once are clearly formulated could encourage social security funds to provide

relevant products in the demand of informal sector employees. Informal sector

employees are limited with accessibility of social security funds due to lack of

respective informationon the operation ofsocial security institution.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODU CTION

1.1       Background of theStudy

Globally, informal economy is characterized by lessjob security, lower incomes,an

absence of access to a range of social benefits and fewer possibilities to participate

in formal education and training programmes (SSRA, 2013). Theinformal sectors in

mostof thedevelopedeconomies are quite diverseincluding inUSA, Japan and UK

informal sectors are still difficult to includein pensionsystem.There is increasingly

concern on the informal sector workers in the pension system.The experience is

increasingly associated to the fact that, highly developed economies have tried to

minimize the informal sectors through improved system oftheeconomy.

The existence of large informal economies is highly associated to shock in the

economies are likely to incur adverse effects compared to thosewith large existence

of formal  sectors. The existence of above average sized  informal economies  is

related to the increaseof informal workers. The ability to addressinformality in the

workers through promotion of social equity in the distribution of benefits is related

to thesystem of social protection (OECD, 2014).

In the mostof developing countries including China, India and Thailand informal

sectors and respective workers are quite challenging, to be formal especially for the

economy with large informal sectors are very  difficult. The traditional pension

systems respectively provide some form of basic protection against the risks

associatedwith old age for formal-sector workers and tend to crowd out low income

earners and workers in the informal sector who typically constitute the largest

employed group in developingcountries (MacKellar, 2009).
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Thus in African countries existence of informal workers is quite related to risk in

operation, which available in social system failed to address. In Kenya, informal

sectors are threatening the economy, and Uganda and Rwandainformal workers are

highly difficult to trace in the existing nation pension system. The plan and

procedures to address the informal workers almost is associated to the awareness

barriers.

The trend in Tanzania seems to be consistentwith a further argument by Coheur

(2007) who states that approximately 80%of the populationsin Sub-Saharan Africa

(SSA) are without any formal social protection arrangements because they work

either in rural areas or inthe informal sector.

The existence of specific provisions in the welfare legislation in most of the Sub-

Saharan Africa have explicitly excluded workers in the informal sectors. The

exclusion has limited theseworkers from the moral economy to join formal old age

system of protection. This has limited arrangement of informal workers to enjoy

existing pensionsystemand related opportunities in the economy. The existence of

limited participation of informal workers in the pension systemhas much reduced

thewelfareof informal sector workers (Dixon, 2000).

In Tanzania, the informal sector members who have registered by all the pensions

funds under respective supplementary schemesare approximately 67,000members

out of more than 18 Mil lion workers employed in the informal sector. This in turn

has contributed to the informal sector contributing very little to the social security

industry in thecountry (Barya, 2011).
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Theevidence of hiddendemandfor pensionamong labourforce and suggeststhat a

vast numbers of uncovered workers are anxious to participate in government run

pension schemes but however, evasion appears to be rampant. Workers typically

chooseto exclude themselves dueto the costsof joining theformal sector pension

schemesas well as a number offactors specific to the pensionsystemitself (World

Bank, 2001).

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The informal economy is characterized by less  jobsecurity, lower incomes, an

absence of access to a range of social benefits and fewer possibilities to participate

in formal education and training programmes (SSRA, 2013). Countries with larger

informal economies experience worse outcomes following adverse shocks. Indeed,

estimates suggest that countries with above average sized informal economies are

morethanthree timesas likely to incur the adverseeffects of a crisis as thosewith

lower rates of informality. Addressing informality  is, therefore, is a matter of

concern in terms of social equity, and in terms of the development of a country

(OECD, 2014).

Currently the informal sector members who have registered by all the pensions funds

under respective supplementary schemesare approximately 67,000members out of

morethan 18 Million workers employed in theinformal sector (SSRA, 2016).

This means that informal workers are at high risk to advance conditions and

unavoidableageing. This is becauseafter thepeople get retired from active working

life, an amountof fix money that they could get paid monthly or yearly top empower

them live a meaningful life and supportthemselves will not be there. This may be

dueto the fact that the informal sector workers‚ incomeis not regulated by agency
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which makes it difficult to makepension contribution mandatory as in the case of

formal sector  workers. The decision then is left with the individual workers to

wil lingly decide to join thescheme or not to. In this regard, the study was designed

to determine the factors influencing this groupof workers in to thescheme and how

much they are willing to contribute.

1.3 Study Objectives

1.3.1 General objective

Thegeneral objectiveof the study is to examinethefactors influencing informal

sector workers‚ contributionto pension schemes.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives

i. To examine the perception of informal workers towards institutionalised

social     security schemes.

ii. Examinethefactors that influence informal workers‚ decision to participate

in a social security schemes.

iii. To examine the challenges and constraints encountered by informal

workers in social security schemes.

1.4 Research Questions

1.4.1 General research question

This research is proposed general research question is: What are thefactorsaffecting

informal sector workers' contribution to institutionalised social security schemesin

Tanzania?
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1.4.2 Specific research questions

In order to deal with the specific objective above, the study will aim to answer the

following questions:-

i. What is the perception of informal workers towards institutionalised social

security schemes?

ii. What are the factors that influence informal workers‚ decision to participate

in an institutionalised social security schemes?

iii. What are the challenges encountered by informal workers in social security

schemes?

1.5Significanceof theStudy

With a large proportion of the working labour force in the informal sector and the

inadequate provisionof social protection for thosein thesector, thestudy provides a

basis for the design of a pensionscheme that will benefit the working class in this

group. Also the identified factors that influence the participation of the Pension

Schemewould serve as a marketing tool for private insurance companies and NGOs

to also better develop pension products that meet the needs of the informal labour

market. This study will contributein theexisting knowledgeof social security funds

to reach the informal sectors. It will allow the development of pensionscheme that

could addresstheneed of informal sectors.

1.6 Organization of theStudy

This study is organized as follows, chapter one presented the introduction which

respectively showed  the study problems and  its  direction  through  objectives. It

providesa clear picture on the study topic. Chapter two presented literature review

that draws the empirical review and its theoretical perspectives, conceptual frame
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work is presented in this chapter. Chapter three presented research methodology to

providerelevant methodological perspective and study direction in data management

and collection. Chapter four presented the results/findings that are in line with

research objectives. Chapter five presented the discussionof the results, which

discussthe results based on the implication of each finding, in connection with other

studies.Chapterfive presentedconclusionand recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO

LI TERATURE REVI EW

2.1 Definition of Key Concept

2.1.1 Informal workers

The operational definit ion of informal workers for the study is adapted from Fields

(1990); Canagarajah and Sethuraman(2001); Betcherman (2002); MacKellar (2009)

and Laura and Puerta (2010).For thepurpose of the study, an urban informal worker

is an employee (micro entrepreneur, self-employed) who works without a labour

contract, and tendsto operate on a small scale basis and is ill -equippedin terms of

education and skills, and possesses few resources for significant physical investment

such as premises and equipment, and machinery. Such informal workers are not

registered with theauthoritiesand do not participate in ƒofficial• tax systems,social

security systems,and in meeting regulatory requirements.Their non-participation is

as a result of legitimate exclusion (by size of the fi rm) or from non-compliance and

operate in afree-entry sector.

2.1.2Pension schemes

Benefits can takeseveral different forms: lump sumon retirement, lifetime pensions,

pensions for surviving dependents, and pensions for disability. Historically, there

was a clear distinction between providentfunds that paid benefits in lump-sumform

and pension funds that offered life annuities. Over time, however, the distinction

became blurred. Most pension funds now allow commutation into a lump-sum

payment of up to one-third of the present value of accumulated balances, while

provident funds require the purchase of an annuity or the lump sum. Singapore

introduced a minimum-sum annuity requirement in 1988.Pension systems that are

based on personal pension plansrequire either the purchaseof life annuities or the
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use of scheduled withdrawals (also known as income draw downs in the United

Kingdom orallocatedannuities inAustralia) (Laura andPuerta, 2010).

2.1.3Fund administrator

Administrator means a  person appointed by trustees to administer  a scheme in

accordance with the terms and conditions of service specified in the instrument of

appointment(Asebedo and Grable, 2004). The World Bank (2001) Fund administer

is connected to  the terms and condition  based  on  thestipulated guidelines and

condition, it is also connected to evidence of hidden demand for pension among

labour force and suggests that a vast numbers of uncovered workers are anxious to

participate in government run pensionschemesbut however, evasion appears to be

rampant.Workers typically chooseto exclude themselves dueto thecostsof joining

the formal sector pension schemes as well as a number offactors specific to the

pension system itself. Once, fund administered properly could allow informal

workers to join in thesystem.

2.1.4Fund custodian

Custodianmeans a company registered under the law of Tanzania responsible for

safeguarding a fi rm's or individual's financial assets. In otherwords,a Custodian is

always a banking institution wherepeople securely put their assets (e.g.money,

diamonds,andconfidential documents) (Aubert, 2005).

2.1.5Fund managers

Fund Managers are responsible for managing and implementinginvesting strategy

and managing portfolios of trading activities. They would normally advise the

trustees on available investment vehicles and expected risk and returns for each

vehicle (Barya, 2011).
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2.1.6 Health insurance scheme

Schemesthat provide coverage for medical/health care services. Thus,in this study

the term will mean theNational Health Insurance Fund(Besley andPrat, 2006).

2.1.7Pension schemes/funds

Pensionfund isa common assetpool meant to generate stablegrowth over the long

term, and providepensionsfor employees when they reach the end of their working

years and commence retirement(Bukwimba, 2016).

2.1.8Supplementary scheme

Means of a voluntary scheme chosenby thememberto compliment benefits of any

mandatory  scheme. Schemes aimed to cater for more different benefi ts, where

people voluntarily save for retirement, working capital and insurethemselves against

eventssuchas disability and lossof incomeand meet othersocial needs (Modugno,

2012).

2.1.9 Theory behind thestudy

Therearevarious theories that are related to thestudy. However, thetransactioncost

analysistheory and the theory of reasonedaction wereadopted in this studybecause

they arewell connectedto the study sinceboththeoriescomplementeach otherin

institutionalized pensionfundschemes.

2.1.9.1 Transaction CostAnalysistheory (TCA)

Transaction cost theory is based on two behavioural assumptions, i.e. bounded

rationality and opportunism. TCA is used in choosingthe form of organizational

governance that leads to the lowest transaction costs. Choiceof this theory in the

study is due to the fact that the study itself is based on the relationship between
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pension funds and the informal sector and that the extent of informal sector

participation in institutionalized pension fund schemes vary   with different

governance structures and costsassociated with running thesupplementary schemes

in the country. Generally, the relationshipbetween pension funds and the informal

sector can be broken down into two basic elements: ƒ(a) the formal contract that

specifies thetaskrequirementsand obligationsof each party in written form, and (b)

the psychological contract (Sabherwal, 1999) thatis based on the parties‚ mutual

beliefs andattitudes• (Dibbern, 2004).

The term €transaction cost‚ is mainly related to the transaction itself, it involves all

costs associated with the commencement, execution, and the compliance of a

transaction, Better and Den (2009). According to Rindfleisch and Heide (1997),

ƒTransaction cost are the „costs of running the system‚ and include such ex-ante

costsas drafting and negotiating contracts and suchex-postcostsas monitoring and

enforcing agreements•. However, a clear distinction needs to be drawn between

investment and simple expenditure, as PensionFundsin theRegion have previously

been used tofund all manner of basic construction and other projects which make

limited contributions to development and growth of the individual funds (World

Bank, 2014).

Imhanlahimi (2011) argued transaction cost theory was usedto facilitate benefits

payment in the informal workers in the pensionsystem.The pensionsystem is with

inadequate information from the Pension Fund administration. The Pension Funds

for Public workers have been observed to contribute in pension saving for

Government thanthe informal sector employee. Somereasonsfor thedevelopment
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of pension benefits are connected to the transaction costs which are separately

runningthe business.

Thetransaction cost is highly based on the pension benefits to pensioners are highly

affected pension calculation. Importantly for the Pension Scheme to succeed need

well recognized formula and system, it is important for workers to base on the

transaction cost in both sectors formal and informal one. The stakeholders need to

make athorough review to eliminate the differences and complaints on the pension

schemesand its benefits to the public which are necessary connected to transaction

cost. It required streamlining and upgrading benefits payment especially for informal

workers (Walsh, 2008).

Aubert (2005) considers TCA as the theory which describes the market and the

internal factors of the fi rm as alternative mechanismsto regulate a transaction. TCA

standsas a guide for the fi rm in makinganalysis on theeffectivenessof establishing

a new venture such as supplementary schemes for informal sector as against the

costs involved of managing and monitoring the fund. It facilitated the system of

pension fund governance structure and cost of running business to reach out the

informal sectors intheeconomy.

2.1.9.2 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)

Oneof theearly attempts to explain how an individual develops an „intention to use‚

was Fishbeinand Ajzen‚s theory of reasonedaction, which states that ƒa person‚s

intention to perform behavior is determined by two factors, thushis attitudetowards

thebehavior and his subjective normconcerning thebehavior•. General theories like

Fishbein and Ajzen‚swere later complemented by acceptance models specifically

designed for particular application fields. In the area of information systems for
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instance (which includes e-commerce systems), the most prominent model was

proposed by Davis, which has been cited by many researchers.

Davis (1993), put forth key factors influencing the actual useof a system are the

„perceived usefulness‚ and the„perceived easeof use‚ . Within this model, usefulness

refers to the ability of an information system (for our case the system being the

institutionalized social security system) to enhance job performance, whereas

perceived easeof use„refers to the degree towhich aperson believes that usinga

systemwould befreeof effort‚.

Fred‚s modelhas been widely acceptedas valid for thework environment where the

decision to engage in utilization of a systemis often not taken by the actual users

themselves, but additional factors need to be taken into consideration. Chen et al.,

discovered thatcompatibility, that is theperceived conformance of a technology or a

service with an  individual‚s  values and  beliefs and  with  social  norms, has  a

significant influenceon thesystemacceptance.

In both their study, the authors used survey  data to show that compatibility

influences the consumer‚s attitude towards using virtual stores both directly and

indirectly through its influence on the perceived usefulness.As virtual stores are a

closely related type of service compared with consumer-oriented e-procurement

platforms,compatibility is expected to bean important factor for the latter as well
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Belief and

Evaluations

Attitude

toward

Behavior
Behavior

Intention

Actual

Behavio
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motivation to
comply

Subjective

Norm

Source: Fishbeinand Ajzen, 1975

Figure1: TheTheory of Reasoned Action

From this theory the informal sectorsemployees are tendto use pensionfund system

once perceive the existence of usefulness.It must be associated with belief that,

pension funds could assist them. That generates subjective norm, belief and

evaluation towards behaviour interaction thatcould beconnected totheactual use of

pensionfundssystemby informal sectors.

2.2 Empiri cal Review

2.2.1 The perception of informal workers towards institutionalised social

secur ity schemes.

The study conducted by Ambachtsheer et al., (2006), on pension fund Governance.

The main focus in this study check systemof pension funds payment to informal

workers. This study used competitive theory and accountability theory under the

governance systemto supervise pensionfund through inclusion of informal workers.

Data were collected by usingquestionnaire and interview to come up with relevant

information.
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Theanalysiswas organized by using SPSS for quantitativedata and content analysis

for qualitativedata. The findings revealed that,developedcountries manage failed to

improve pension benefit payments to include informal workers. Pension system

provides more room for employees but informal sectors are not well covered to

choose pensionfundsbased on the benefits required and time schedule of payment.

The legal requirement started respective benefits payment for informal workers to

avoid any exclusion in thesystemof pension payment(Modugno, 2012).

The trend in Tanzania seems to be consistentwith a further argument by Coheur

(2007) who states that approximately 80%of the populationsin Sub-Saharan Africa

(SSA) are without any formal social protection arrangements because they work

either in rural areas or inthe informal sector (Zope, 2013).

Dixon (2000), ontheother hand argues thatseveral countries in Sub-Saharan Africa,

have specific provisions in their welfare legislation that explicitly exclude workers

in the informal sector or the moral economy from participating in formal old age

incomeprovisionarrangements.

Theinformal sector, basically compriseof a population not only harderto reach with

traditional social security approaches but at higher risk of poverty than formal-sector

workers (MacKellar, 2009). It is thus pragmatic that special products with better

meets theneeds of this segment of the labour force isdevelopedto better integrated

and capture them into the social security system.Most traditional pension systems

all over the world provide someform of basic protection against the risksassociated

with old age for formal-sector workers and tend to crowd out low incomeearners

and workers in the informal sector who typically constitute the largest employed

groupin developingcountries (MacKellar, 2009).
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Isaka (2011) went on saying that, benefits being provided by the Social Security

Schemesin Tanzania will beconsidered adequate if they play a role in achieving the

Social Security policy outcomes, which are to provide basic needs to people in

demand of the protection. The social security provision needs to directly provide

adequate pension benefits based on the Social Security requirements. The system

shouldbevery sensitive and to ensure thatsocial demandin termsof Social Security

are accommodated. This particularly needs to draw attention on the Social Security

requirementsand important dimension coverageto social groups,the informal and

formal one.

The Social Security is directly based on the provision of significant impact to the

retirees and economy expansionas a whole. Davis (2005) argued that, theretirement

benefits are directly  focused on the improved socio-economic development in

various dimension.The improved Social Security Systemis related to accessibility

of Social Security benefits to both individual and household. The effects needed to

include Social Security provision for the economic growth through direct

encouragement of savings, capital and market. The economy need to be well

improved to captureevery individual whether in the formal or informal groups,this

is termed as a special ingredient to growth, governanceand improved Social System.

Social Security Organization is basically associated with the collection of

contributory amount to its members, in the hopeof protection in the period of low

working ability. Increasing  pension benefits under the required Pension Funds

Systemare paramount for thepensioners, employees‚ expectation and positive view

on the Social Security Organizations (Bukwimba,2016).
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The role of investment in this market economy is highly appreciated through the

social security administration. The past foundation has already built especially on

the investment activities in the social security institutions.The investment is highly

required towards the strengthening the Social Security Systemin Tanzania. There is

increasingly argumenton thevarious issues and concern to the investment activities

based on the Social Security Institutions in Tanzania. The argument presented by

Masinda (2007) pointed out that, Social Security Institution had specifically

attempted to cover investment portfolio in LAPF.

2.2.2The factors that influence informal work ers€decision to par ticipate in a

social secur ity schemes.

Kaare‚s (2004)  study directly focused  onthe comprehensive Social Security in

Tanzania, and argued that the need for adjustment and improvement of the Social

Security is quite unavoidable. He further argued that, the specific attempt needs to

be grounded in the responsiveness of Social Security  to members‚ needs and

concern. Theadequacy of Social Security System needsto begrounded on themajor

two aspects: -

Firstly, the existence of narrow coverage that highly excludesa certain population

from the Social Security System, such as peasants, casual labourers and the self-

employed. Secondly, theexistence of monopoly scheme,that limited thediversity of

the clients to chooseand join the respective Social Security based on personal

choice. The workers are the future retirees in thepensionfunds therefore it is highly

needed to have a widerange of choices in thebasis and retirementplan. Thesystem

need to promote the diversity of Social Security Funds to promote wide range of

choices (Masinda, 2007).
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The PensionsFund has increasingly drawing attention on the retirementpreparation

to provide significant contribution to members. Horton (2001) basically in his work

titled, is there life after retirement?So he argued that, there is lack of promising life

that is expected from the insignificant incomefor retirees. He further argued that,

life style after employment is reported to be not correlated to the demand of the

management, importantly to focus on the active employees. Besides, Lopez and

Musalem (2004) argued that, pensionsavings are expected tofoster socio-economic

development of  the retirees out of their savings. The  voluntary pension saving

encourage  savings in terms of  pension saving. The  findings had encouraged

positively the relationship between benefits created from theassetsandsavings.

The challenges had increased on the attention on the determination of the time

pertaining to how long one live. The ability to budget is increasingly limited to the

ability to solvethe life problem. The challenges are also connected to the ability to

obtain the food in terms of on-going food supplyand housing costs. The expenses

are increasing, especially for the retiree livelihoodand ability to deals with life cost

especially on the increase of inflation. The inflation is hardly to predict and life cost

is increasingly challenging in the situation of inflation. The households in the

individual basis are the better unit for dealing with the inflation issues. The retirees

had dependent and always need food supply for children or other family members.

Importantly, in any society especially to the retiree who had lost work energy and

ability are facing difficult situation to deal with unpredictable family issues.The

retirees have increasingly demanded life travels based on the activities they past

organized. It is hardly difficult to predict the timea retiree needs to travel or have a

luxurious life (Zope, 2013).
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Modugno (2012) found that,employees in the informal sectorsare relatively need to

be sponsored to start retirement savings programs. Few employers in the informal

sectors takeinto accounton thepensionfundssystem and respective training to their

employees. Findings showed that thoseemployers in the informal sectors without

supportingtheir employees to join in the social security are not ensured security to

their employees. The employees in this nature may be easily affected by the social

events and become poor.

Hu and Stewart (2009) found that, UK has a relatively mature pension systemand

developed to capture the large membership. Although with such quality the

employees in the informal sectors are not well covered by private pension

arrangements. It means that, there are still some informal employees in various

systemare not well covered. Which provide significant supplementary pensionson

top of the relatively limited public pension provisions provided by the state. It is

estimated that a population of around7 million people are under saving in the UK,

mostbeing low incomeearners and thosein theinformal sector. In addition, roughly

2 million of around 3 million self-employees are not saving via private pension

arrangements.

Pensions(2006) employees in the informal sectors in UK who earn more annually

are required automatically to be enrolled in the pension system.The participation

should be based on the qualified pension system. The minimum contribution for

employees is 4% of earnings up to a maximum contributionof Great Britain Pounds

5,000. The employee contribution will be matched by a minimum 3% employer

contributionof which 1% is in the form of tax rebate from the government (DWP

2006).
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2.2.3The challenges and constraints encountered by informal workers in social

secur ity schemes.

Daley (2014) found that, pensionscheme plan need to play obligation in preparing

the informal sector employees for retirement. The preparation should base onthe

numberof planand respective readinessfor the participants to enroll voluntary basis

to morethan78%annually. This basically concern on theplansponsorship and may

signal better trend to the participants. However, the direction of informal sector

employees are increasingly harmed because are not identified and income created

are lessconsidered and becomealmost not known.The comfortability in retirement

is quite becomedifficult because,these employees are not well known and prepared

for retirement.

Kumado and Gockel (2003) basically focused on the Social Security Scheme in

Ghana, in the study that especially employed a descriptive methodto thoroughly

present the findings. The core  business of Pension Funds is attached on the

collection of contributions.But tend toexclude theinformal sector employees topay

such contributions, after collecting such contributions  from  members the Social

Security Fundsis required to wisely planand allocate in particular investment. The

administration costs are  directly deducted  from the invested Funds; it does  not

operate with administration costs only  but include other costs such as cost of

reaching themembers and non-members.

The experience is directly attached to the existing average of about 26% of total

contributionsthat required to administering thefunds.The experience indicatesthat

administrative costs are high compared to the benefit expected to be generated.

Typically, in 2000, the presented administrative cost was recorded to be 12312m
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compared to the total benefits payment of 9546m. The administration costsare the

mainissue tobeconcerned in thePensionFundsbenefits. ThePensionFundsand its

investment need to be madeefficient to administer resources towards improvement

of benefits provision, these mustinclude even the informal sector employee in the

sector while taking into account ontheinvestment of pensionfunds (Kayaga, 2007).

Study by Malya (2013) in Tanzania observed that, PensionFundsare operating in

worsesituation; about 51.3% of retirees are greatly depending onPensionsFundsto

create income. The experience is highly contributed to the fact that, Tanzania is

among the poorest Countries in the World that had low per capita income and

economic status.Majority of the people are not included in the Social Security

System.It means, theCountry is highly affectedby the informal systemand in most

cases aremostly experiencing bad standard of livin g.

Komba, (2007) basically attached on the legal aspects on theNPF that based on the

Social Security activities in Tanzania, it is evident that, the Social Security in

Tanzania is quite challenged by the lack of appropriate system,and it is still under

the political influence. The need to reconcile the legal and policy framework is

highly required in the Social Security Funds. The adjustment policies need to

incorporate social dimensionand inclusionin theSocial Security Funds.Theneed to

focus on the members concerned is very essentialbased on the standards and legal

framework.

Mboghoina and Osberg (2010), noted that, the National Social Funds in Tanzania

are presently focusedon theimproved Social Security benefits payments.TheSocial

Security benefits are different to the insured employees under the ordinary level and

individual. Thebenefits offered are highly directly connected to the long terms and
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short term provision. The experience indicates that, Social Security benefits are

highly not adequate to members and increasingly selective in the formal sectors

only, while leaving the informal sectors uncovered. The benefits are not adequate

especially for immediate needs suchas shelter, clothing and schooling. The Social

Security Funds are almost left unable to cover theseimportant needs while the

policy andprocedures put in placeemphasizeon theseimmediate needs.

2.3 Conceptual Framework

This conceptual framework portrays decision making processas an interrelated and

complex  process that is influenced by both internal and external factors. These

factors could serve either as incentives or disincentives. By using this conceptual

framework, this researcher aims to identify factors influencing informal sector

workers‚ contribution  to  pension schemes. In this aspects factors  influencing

informal sector workers‚ contribution to pension schemes includes; age of the

informal sector workers, are very essential, becauseability to join are based on the

age, this must beawork agegroup.

Factors
Age
Income
Information
Benefit provided
Awareness
Procedures tojoin

Effective contribution
to Social Security
Schemes

Rulesand
regulation

Policiesguiding

Figure2: Conceptual framework

Source: Researcher‚s own conceptualization, 2018
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Income, also are the major factor to informal sector worker to contribute in the

social security scheme, it means that the higher the income the higher the

contribution and opposite is true. Others factors for informal sector workers‚

contribution in the social security scheme are information benefit provided

awareness and procedures to join. These factors are  highly associated to rules,

regulation and policies guiding the social security scheme, it means that once the

rules, regulation and policies favour the informal sector employees create effective

contributionto social security schemesby informal sector employees.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 Study Area

This study was conducted at Pensions Fund Dodoma Region. The study was

conducted in Dodoma Municipality since the area have both formal and a large

community of informal sector employees involved in individual, groups,small to

large industries; hence providing a very conducive environment for the study.

Dodoma Municipality was chosen due to budget constraints as well as the

researchers‚ convenience and familiarity with theenvironment.

3.2     Research Design

This study is designed to be a case study, the study was based on the research

questions through a descriptive approach in which findings was analysed and

conclusion were made by testing and answering the research questionsraisedby the

researcher. The research design that was used in this study was cross sectional

design, which aims to collect informationa single point in time. This design includes

selection ofappropriatedatacollection methods.

3.3Sampling

The selected of the interviewed informal workers was carried out by applying a

random sampling procedure with multistage cluster sampling. The researcher used

the administrative clusters while selecting  informal  workers for the study. This

technique was chosen because itwas meant to overcomeproblemsassociated witha

geographically dispersed populationwhen face to face contact was needed. In order

to obtain a fair representation of informal workers from cluster, the researcher

employed population proportional to size (PPS) sampling technique. Under
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populationto size techniqueare included in the study depending on their numerical

size. Thesampling unit was included all Social Security Fund in Tanzania. (NSSF …

National Social Security Fund, PPF …Parastatal Pension Fund, PSPF …Public

Service Pension Fund, GEPF …The Government Employees Pension Fund and

LAPF …LAPF Pension Fund) and those who are  not in social security funds.

Sampling is the statistical way of selecting individual observation with intension to

yield someknowledge or information about a particular population,especially for

the purposeof statistical inference (Mugenda, 1999)

3.3.1 Sample design

The study was usedboth probability and non-probability sampling techniques. This

is because it focused tocollect both qualitativeand quantitative data.

3.3.2 Sample Size

In this study thetarget populationis the listof informal sector employees in Dodoma

region that fit to the research specifi cation. Random, purposive and judgmental

sampling techniqueswereusedin selecting the sample.

Three criteria were used todetermine the appropriate sample size thus the level of

precision (sampling error), the level of confidence/ risk, and thedegree of variability

in theattributes being measured (Miaoulis and Michener, 1976). The sample size for

this study was estimated based on equation proposed by Nainget al., (2006) as

indicated inequation 1;

Whereby:

n = sample sizewhen population size is large than10,000 people
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Z = standard normal deviation, set at 1.96,correspondingto 95%confidence interval

e= degreeof accuracy

p = proportion in targeted populationestimated to have a desired attribute, if not

known use50%.

Theestimated proportionof thepopulationof informal sector employees in Dodoma

region is not known, and hence 50%was used. The error tolerated (sampling error)

was +7.5%at 89.9%confidence interval, therefore, sample sizewas:

n = 170respondents

3.3.3 Sampling techniques

A stratified sampling techniquewas usedto obtain the sample. After dividing the

population into strata, sample was randomly selected the strata composed with

informal sector employees in social security funds and thosewho are not in social

security funds.

Simple Random sampling techniquewas usedto select LAPF and informal sector

employees. The respondents were selected randomly from each strata element was

having equal chanceof being selected toconstitute thesample.

3.4 Data collection

Primary data were used for the study   through administering a structured

questionnaire composed of both open and closedended questions.A pre-test of the

structured questionnaire was carried out on twenty members of the target group and

the necessary modifications and changes weremade to thequestionnaire.
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The study was usedvarious documentssuchas Academic Journal articles, SSRA

reportsand variousgovernmentreports.

3.5Method of data analysis

Primary data that was collected according to the variables. Statistical Package for

Social Scientists (SPSS  2.0) was used as data analysis software to generate

inferential and descriptive statistics, suchas frequencies, mean, standard deviation

and percentages to establish relative importance and weight for each of the chosen

variables.A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet tool was utilized in presenting quantitative

data.

Objective  one  was achieved by descriptive  statistics and likert scale. This is a

technical analysis that tries to examine theperception of informal workers towards

institutionalised social security schemes.

Objective two aims to identify the factors that influence informal workers‚ decision

to participate in a social security system. This suggested that, this study  was

interestedin (i) the determinants of informal workers‚ decision to join the pension

scheme and (ii) the determinants of monthly/yearly contribution by the informal

sector workers. The conventional approach was usedto estimate linear regression

analysis to obtain the estimates on the factors. But this is fraud and would lead to

inconsistent estimates (Heckman, 1974).

To resolvethis baseness,the Heckman(1976) two-stage modelapproach was used.

This involved an iteration procedure togenerate a new variable after estimating the

probit model (the determinants of worker‚s decision to join the scheme or not). In
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the second stage, this new variable is used as an additional variable (the

determinants of monthly contribution)(Greene, 1993). Mathematically, given.

The problem estimating this equation is that the expected value of the stochastic

componentis not equal to zero; a violation of the Gauss-Makouv assumption of the

OLS. To resolve this, ( ) is evaluated and substituted into the equation (Heckman,

1976).Given the nonzero observations from theequation;

Or given that all theobservations , areconsidered (Maddala, 1983);

The and are respectively the density and distribution functionsof the standard

normal. This is evaluated at and not as in OLS. Realigning equations

1 and 2give;

€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€ € .. (5)

In this case, E =0, however and are unknown. Hence estimating this

equation usingOLS is limited. It is important to notehowever that, is the

additional variable discussedearlier. And this formulation is known as the Inverse

Mil ls Ratio (IMR). What Heckmansuggestedwas to define a dummy variable and

estimateit usingprobit model. Thisis definedas;
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or

Thus  in  this  study,  1 denote contributors and 0  denote non-contributors.  Using

maximum likelihood(ML), it is possible toobtain theestimates of †that is then used

to estimatethe unknowns and . This approach providesconsistentestimates

of and .

Empiri cal models

Two equations are necessary for addressing the objective of the study. In the fi rst

stage, we examined the probability that a worker with a particular characteristic

contributes tothescheme. Thisis specifi ed as:

Contribution ð=ðb0 ð+ðb1x1 ð+ðb2x2 ð+ðb3x3 ð+ðb4x4 ð+ðei €€€€€ € €. (6)

Where

ðb‚s= Coefficient

x1
= Age

X2= Education

X3= Level of income

X4 = Sex

ðei =Other factors

In the second stage, we sought to identify the factors responsible for the amounts

contributed to theschemeby theworkers. Themodel specifi cation here is:

yi= €€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€. (7)

Where

yi= Monthly contribution

Z1= Education

Z2=Income
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Z3= Government policy

Z4= Experience

The study used Statistical Package for Social Science research  (SPSS) for data

analysis. Both qualitative and quantitative data analysis techniques were usedand

applied in processing data by  the use of Statistical package for social science

research (SPSS) version20and Microsoft Excel 2016.

The reliability was just measured to check for internal consistent,was measures in

terms of inter related reliability; where by the Cranach‚s alpha was used for

quantitativeargument.

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's Alpha No of Items

.735 93

Theinternal consistency is reliable becausereliability is 0.735.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

4.1 Demographic Character istics of theRespondents

This section is important to consider factors like gender, age distribution of the

respondents.

4.1.1 Respondents€distr ibution by gender

Gender is not themain focusof this study but presentedin order to see its influence

on thefactorsfor informal sector workers‚ contribution to pension schemes.

Table 1: Sex of Participants

Category
Frequency Percent

Male 80 47.1

Female 90 52.9

Total 170 100.0

Findings in Table 1shows that,about52.9% of respondentswere females compared

to 47.1% males. A large proportionalappeared to be females because most of the

informal employments are dominated by females. These are mostly indicated in

various settings within our communities, starting at household level to the

community level.
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Frequency Percent

54 31.7

65 38.2

20 11.8

17 10

14 8.2

170 100.0

4.1.2 Respondents€distr ibution by age

Respondents distribution by age are presented in various age group categories (18-

25, 26-30, 31-40, 41-50andabove51 years. Results arepresented in Table 2.

Table 2: AgeParticipants

Category

18…25

26…30

31…40

41…50

Above51

Total

Findings in Table 2 showthat,38.2%were aged between 26-30 years, compared to

31.7%appeared in theagegroupof 18-25 years,11.8% appeared in theage groupof

31-40 years and 10% appeared in the age group between 41-50 years and a small

proportion 8.2% were above 51 years. These findings imply that, informal sectors

composed of productive working groups. It is important to include in the social

security system to contributefor their futureperiod.
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4.2 Perception of informal workers towards institutionalised social secur ity

schemes.

Using Likert scale presentationin which 1 represent strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3

neutrals,  4 agree and  5 strongly agree. Findings  on  theperception  of informal

workers towards institutionalised social security schemesarepresented(Table3).

Table 3: Distr ibution of respondents according to the perception of informal

workers towards institutionalized social secur ity schemes

Levels of agreements in percentage (%)

Category 1 2 3 4 5

Becoming a member of a

Pensionfund isrelatively easy

40 26.5 8.8 12.9 11.8

Government support to enroll 21.8 45.3 12.4 10.5 10

in pension funds

Knowledge and information on 26.5 38.8 12.4 14.1 8.2

the pensionfunds

Easy Payment contribution 28.2 40 9.4 10.6 11.8

values and beliefs in joining

institutionalizepensionschemes

27.1 35.3 8.8 12.9 15.9

Findings in Table 3 show that, distribution of respondents show that to become a

member is relatively easy.   A large proportion 40% strongly disagree and 26.5%

disagree that becoming a member of a pensionfund is relatively easy. On the other

hand,a smallproportion 12.9%agrees and 11.8% strongly agree, while a very small
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proportion  8.8%reported  to  beneutral. These findings  imply that, becoming  a

member of social security fund is relatively difficult because it associated with

procedures and some sort of requirement.It is considered as an obstacle to informal

employees tojoin social security funds.

Also, distribution of respondents on the Government support informal sector

employees to enroll in pensionfunds. Findings in Table 3 showthat,more thanhalf

45.3% disagree and  21.8% strongly disagree, that government  support informal

sector employees to enrol in pension funds. Compared to 10.5% agree and 10%

strongly agree while 12.4% reported to beneutral. This implies that, there is no any

support  from government directed  to informal  sector  to enrol in pension funds

system.The informal sectors to join in social security fundsare relatively difficult

compared to thesituation of government supports.

Knowledge and information on the pension funds, Findings in Table 3 show that,

38.8%disagree, 26.5%strongly disagree while 14.1% agree and 8.2%strongly agree

respectively. Thesefindings showthat, informal employees lack information on the

existing social security funds, this has mainly hindered their ability to join social

security funds.

Respondent distribution by payment contribution is presented in Table 3. Findings

show a large proportion 40% disagree, 28.2% strongly disagree with the statement

that, thatpayment of contribution in thesocial security system is easy. While 11.8%

strongly agree, 10.6%agree and 9.4% reported to beneutral with thatstatement.The

informal sector employee feels difficult in payment of social security funds. This

partly influenced by thesystemthatare used to collect and paymentof contribution.
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These informal sector employees were once get opportunity to join social security

fundscould usealternativesystemof payment.

Informal sector employees values and beliefs in joining institutionalize pension

schemes,Results in Table 3 showthat, 35.3% disagree and 27.1% strongly disagree

with the statement that individual values and beliefs restrict informal sector

employees in joining institutionalize pension schemes while 12.9% agree, 15.9%

strongly agree and a small proportion 8.8% reported neutral respectively. These

findings imply that, individual values and beliefs are obstacle to informal sector

employees tojoin social security funds.

4.3 Factors that Influence Informal workers€decision to par ticipate in a social

secur ity schemes.

4.3.1 Respondents distr ibution by decision to par ticipatesocialsecur ity schemes

Regression analysis on the estimates of the factors that influence informal workers

„decision to participate in a social security schemesis presentedin Table 4. Various

variables were taken into accounts Age, income, information, benefit provided,

awareness andprocedures tojoin.
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Table 4: Distr ibution of respondents according to factors influencing informal

workers to participate in social secur ity schemes

Var iables Standardized

Coeff icients

Std.

Err or

T Sig.

Constant
0.460 .028 0.978

Information
0.183 0.093 2.080 0.040

Age
0.130 0.224 1.075 0.004

Income
0.124 0.230 1.146 0.003

Benefit provided
0.274 0.356 1.984 0.030

Respective extent that information accessibility influence informal workers to

participate in social security scheme. Findings in Table 4 indicate the regression

coefficient of 0.183on informationaccessibility has significant level of 0.040 which

is less than 0.05 (p <  0.05). This indicates that knowledge  or  information

accessibility is significant to influence informal workers to participate in the social

security system. The implication of   these findings is that, accessibility of

information to informal sectors employees is the catalysts for being included in the

social security system.

Also, age informal sector employees have respective extent to influence informal

workers to participate in social security scheme. Regression coefficient of 0.130and

significant level of 0.004 on the respective age of informal sector employees, this

variable has significant level of lessthan0.05 (p<0.05). These findings showthat,
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ability to join in the social security schemes and contributeis determined by age of

informal workers.

Furthermore, findings presented the income of informal sector workers has an

influence informal worker to participate in social security scheme.Findings in Table

4 show the regression coefficient of 0.124 and significant level of 0.003 on the

income of informal sector employees. These findings showthat, significant level of

(p< .003) indicates that income has  respective influence among informal sector

employees to participation in the social security system.These findings imply that,

social security system need to plan to reach informal sectors employees of various

incometo participate in suchsocial security system, becausewithout incomecould

beable tocontributein theschemes.

In addition findings presented benefit provided toinformal sector has an influence

informal worker to participate in social security scheme. Findings in Table 4

indicates theregression coefficient of 0.274 which is equivalent to 27.4% and

significant level of 0.030which is at (p<0.05) it is significant. Thesefindings imply

that,benefit provided toinformal sector tend toinfluence about 27.4% toparticipate

in thesocial security system.

4.3.2Means of joining social secur ity system

Distribution of respondents by means of joining social security systemfor informal

sector employees which are divided in terms of voluntary and mandatory aspects.

Theresults arepresentedin Table5.
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Table 5: Distr ibution of respondents by means of joining social secur ity system

Category
Frequency Percent

Voluntary
164 96.5

Mandatory
6 3.5

Total
170 100.0

Findings in Figure 3 show that,about 96.5% suggested the better means suitable to

participate in the social security system is voluntary compared to 3.5% who

suggestedon the mandatory. These findings imply that, better procedure to include

informal sector employees in the social security system much is associated with

voluntary basis.

4.3.3 Determinants of informal workers€ decision to join thepension scheme

ThePearsonGoodnessof Fit testindicated thechi-53.724with significant of 0.980,

which indicated the model fitness.The VIF ranged from 1.057to 1.055presented

from Age = 1.081,Education = 1.105, income= 1.057 and sex = 1.055, there is

some correlation with respective independent variables. Tolerance ranged from

0.905 to 0.948. This implies thatthere was no problem ofMulticollinearity. It should

bekept in mind thatMulticollinearity problemis observed when thetolerance is less

than 0.1.

Probit estimation, presented determinants of informal workers‚ decision to join

pension scheme includes Age, education, level of income and sex were used to

determine the probability of informal worker to join pension scheme were
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significant at   p< 0.05 which means all thesevariable are acceptable in the pobit

estimation.

The respective estimated positive and negative marginal effects of social security

involve informal employees and  its  squared  respectively it  means  that  informal

workers once created with certain environment could join in the social security

schemes. However, with increase in time all informal workers could be captured

with the social security schemes.The informal workers are mostly excluded in the

social security systemand mostly becauseof being not accessible and unrecognized.

Table 6: Determinants of workers decisions tocontr ibute to Pension Schemes

P-
Var iables Marginal effects Std. Err or Z-value values

Collinear ity
statistics

Tolerance VIF

Age 1.164 .695 1.675 .004 .925 1.081

Education .440 .998 .441 .040 .905 1.105

Income .981 .961 1.020 .008 .946 1.057

Sex 3.175 1.084 2.930 .003 .948 1.055

Chi-square 1.023 .362 2.826 .005 .925 1.081

a. PROBIT model: PROBIT (p) = Intercept + BX (Covariates Xare transformed

usingthe base10.000 logarithm
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4.3.4 Covar iance€s and Corre lations ofParameter Estimates

The PROBIT presented the covariance‚s and correlations of parameter estimates

show that age at 0.1, education correlate at 4.9, sex correlate at 0.422, level of

income 0.574.These show that covariance‚s and correlationsof parameter estimates

show that,aresomeassociated between variables.

Table 7: covar iance and Corre lations ofParameter Estimates

Var iables 1 2 3 4

Age 0.100 -0.001 0.144 -0.123

Education 0.000 4.900 -0.003 -0.258

Sex 0.030 -0.005 0.422 -0.059

Level of income -0.030 -0.434 -0.029 0.574

Table 7 indicates that covariance represented as 1 means age, 2 educations, 3 sex

and 4 level of income. Covariance below 1 indicates there is a relationship and

correlationabove1 indicatedexistenceof weak correlation.

4.3.4 Determinants of monthly pension contr ibution

Thedeterminants of monthly/yearly contributionby the informal sector workers

After identifying the factors that influenced the informal sector workers in the

pension scheme contribution. This presented in Table 8. Results presented, age,

education, sex and level of income. However, it is important to notethat all these

variableshad a positive effect on monthly contribution. With education, people are

better placed in better and higher incomegeneratingoccupations.

Education is notedfor developing the humancapacity and therefore with improved

humancapacity, the gains associatedare likely to behigh as well. This could be the

reason for the estimated positive effect of education on monthly contribution. It is
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important to note thateducation also had a positive impact on the informal sector

workers to join pension funds.This overall effect of education justified its role in

termsof work. Incomecontributed in thepensionschememay manage to contribute

in monthly basis. Policies by government are other factors that are contributing to

informal sector employees to contribute monthly basis.

In the case of the number of dependents, as these numbers increase, the informal

sector workers‚ monthly contribution also increases. This is contrary  to the

research‚s a  priori expectation that with higher  number of  dependents, people

savings capacity begins to decrease, hence a lower monthly contribution.

Nevertheless,this group of workers was found tohave agreater wil lingness to join

the schemes.However, the non-significance of lambda inthe modelmeans that the

problem ofselectivity bias is neglect ablein thedata set.

Table 8: Determinants of monthly pension contr ibution

Parameter
Education

Income

Education

Government Policy

Dependents

Marginal
effects Std. Err or Z-Value Sig.

-8.271 10.605 -0.699 0.024

0.780 1.634 0.407 0.512

-0.146 .899 -0.146 0.005

1.562 0.853 1.832 0.067

1.010 1.322 0.764 0.445

Experience in working
employment 1.250 0.975 1.282 0.010

Constant 2.674 7.024 . 0.000
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Constant in the model was presented 2.674 for marginal effects and 7.024 for Std.

Error the adj R2 is    0.008 and log likelihood is 52.657,which indicated that the

model isfit in theequation; Z is used to present t value.

4.4 Challenges and constraints encountered by informal workers in social

secur ity schemes.

4.4.1 Challenges andconstraints to join social secur ity system

Distributions of respondent by challenges and constraints to join social security

systemare presentedin the descriptive statistics. The results are presentedin Table

9.

Table 9: Descriptive Statistics on the challenges and constraints to join social

secur ity system

Var iables Frequency

(n=170)

Percentage

Lack   of awareness   on the importance of Social

Security

165 97

Traditional values,Norms andexpectations 118 69.4

Lack of proper andadequate information 168 98.8

Cumbersome joiningand administrativeprocedures 122 71.8

Lack of policiesby thegovernment 112 65.9

Long delays in benefit paymentsby theFund 97 57.1

Findings showthat,98.8% of respondentssuggestedon lack of proper and adequate

information, compared to 97% who suggested on lack of awareness on the
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importance of Social Security. The informal sector employees failed to join social

security because of low knowledge and awareness on matters concerning social

security schemes. Lack of policies by the government 65.9% and long delays in

benefit paymentsby theFund57.1%respectively are thechallenges or constraints in

joiningsocial security system.

Lack of policies by the government appeared,  it means that lack of policies is

constraints in the participation of social security system by informal sector

employees. From these findings it can be deduced that lack of proper and adequate

information is the obstacle that prevent informal sector employees to join in the

social security system. Thesefindings imply that informal sectorsemployees are not

aware on thedelay of benefit payment,in sucha way that it is not a factor that limits

its ability to be included in thesocial security system.

Lack of adequate information is presented tomeans that informal sector employees

are not aware on theexistingsocial security funds. It means that are not aware on the

benefits existing and type of benefits present and someconditionality to be included

in thesocial security funds.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

5.1 Demographic character istics of respondents

Findings showthat, females appeared to be alarge proportion becausemost of the

informal employmentsare dominated by females. These findings related to that of

Hu and Stewart (2009) who found that, females are mostly dominatedwith informal

employment in most various parts of the world, this has increasingly dif ficult to

capture inthe mature pensionsystemto becomea member. The informal sectorsare

lesscovered dueto unnecessary procedures. Pensionsystem is lessconsidered in the

inclusion of informal sector employees irrespective of quality benefits provided to

the enrolled members. The employees in the informal sectors are not well covered

by private pensionarrangements in which females are the major parts. Females in

most cases are faced with several difficulties in the social security fund becauseof

procedures and some sort of requirement.It is considered as an obstacle to informal

employees especially females to join social security funds.The respective way for

informal sector employees to join in the social security systemis connected to the

planand implementationto includein thecurrent policy for social security.

Findings showed that informal sectors employments are composed with productive

working groups.It is important to includein thesocial security systemto contribute

for their future period. Alestalo (2005) argued thatproductivity in every sector of the

economy is controlled and managed by productive age group. The informal sectors

are needed in the pension systemin the voluntary basis to be registered as informal

sector workers to produce in thepensionfunds.
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Productivity is  needed  in  the theory of asset allocation  to  future investment  of

pension funds system. Relevant asset allocation is directly connected to the

productivity of the pension funds system to facilitate voluntary registration in the

pension system, the decision made  under the influence of fund managers. The

various factors were taken into accountsuchas inclusion of informal sector workers

to boost productivity of the pension system. Income security was most popular

investment to facilitate continues productivity  of the active informal sector

employees in the pensionsystem.The age group are mostly productive to improve

and expand the development of informal sectors towards contribution of the social

security funds.

Active age group are required to be enrolled in the pension funds to facilitate its

development, however the informal sectors especially active age group are

challenged to join in social security fundscompared to the situation of government

supports.The informal employees lack information on the existing social security

funds,this has mainly hindered their ability to join social security funds.Respective

active age group are needed to be included in the social security fundsto insist its

productivity and expansion of thesectors.

5.2Perception of informal workers in institutionalised social secur ity schemes

Generally, it has been found that, perception of informal workers towards

institutionalised social security schemesis one of barrier to include in the current

social security funds. Because of several procedures and requirement which are

abovethecapacity of informal sector and its employees.
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This finding related to that of Modugno (2012) found that, are affected with

procedures and requirements,which need a planned training to alert them to be

included in the social security system. Informal sectors are relatively needed to be

sponsored to start retirementsavings programs. Employers in the informal sectors

without supportingtheir employees to join in the social security are not ensured

security to their employees. The employees in this nature may be easily affected by

the social events andbecome poor.

Similarly, Daley (2014) reported that, some sort of procedures is creating some

barriers in the social security funds inclusion of informal sector employees.

Procedures and difficulties are highly limiting increase of the informal sector

employees in the institutionalized social security funds.Thepreparation shouldbase

on the number  of plan and respective readiness for  the participants to enroll

voluntary basismorethan forced one.

Hyun and Pauwels (2010) argued that, financial securities for informal employees

are harmed by various factors in the families and dependents in the future. But

within the social security institution somesort of procedures reduced capacity and

speed to join in variousfunds.

Concurrently, Isiaka (2011) argued that pension  funds are directly different for

public workers to facilitate contribution of pension saving, while to the informal

sector workers is perceived as difficult to join in the pension system.The benefit

accessibility is perceived as difficult by  the informal sector employees. Some

reasonsfor suchdifficult is directly based on the development of pension benefits

areconnected to the improvement ofPensionFunds benefits payment.
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Members expect benefit payment because of contribution percentage in terms of

monthly deduction. However, pensionbenefits to workers in bothsectors need to be

affected by the formula usedfor calculation of pension fund. Importantly for the

pension  scheme to  succeed  need  improvement of pension  benefi ts  payment  but

failed to includeinformal workers.

Also, findings showthat,government lack direct supportto informal sector to enrol

in pension funds system. The informal sectors to join in social security funds are

relatively difficult compared to the situation of government supports.According to

Njuguna (2010)  informal workers to join social security funds perceived to be

difficult becauseof lack of government support.This is especially due to lack of

direct strategies to be included pension fund. This study takes into account for

pension funds system as an investment that do not included more informal sector

employees, from this observation need to efficiently plan to increase its return. It

takes into accounton the transaction cost theory to indicate pensionfund investment

in businessperspective.

The challenge for most of informal sector employees is due to lack of government

supportsto join and register in the Pension Funds investment which increasingly

affect the informal workers‚ ability to be  included in the pension system. The

PensionFundsneed to plan and include informal sector employees to increase return

over the investment, because the pension system ability to increase pension

investment is directly connected to expansionof pensionservices respectively to the

informal one. These at least promoted the investment returns from efficiency

strategies to encourage members invest more based on the promised pension funds

payment.
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The paymentof pension fundsshouldbe directly related to plan and time set in the

existing system of pension fund  payment for informal sector employees. The

benefits need to be paid during retirement time to the members. From this reason

pension fund systemmust take into account on the informal sector employee in the

respective pensionsystem. „This must beconsidered to affect investment of pension

funds.Becauseof the payment and contributionmustadequately be large compared

to theneeds.

These findings  show that,  informal employees lack  information  on  the existing

social security funds, this has mainly hindered their ability to join social security

funds. Cho (2009) argued that,  informal sector employees lack informal on the

existing pension funds system. This has limited their ability of being respective

members, because failure to access informal limit capacity of being a member in

suchinstitutionalized system.

The informal sector employee feels difficult in payment of social security funds.

This partly influenced by the system that are used to collect and payment of

contribution. These informal sector employees were once get opportunity to join

social security fundscould usealternative system of payment.Mattoo (2000) argued

that system of social security payment is relatively difficult for the majority of

informal workers to be registered. These social security funds are associated with

various risks in the business transaction that is why failed to allow informal sector

employees. The society need for protection against risk thatarose from the fact that,

onemay work for his or her life time,but it will comea timewhen this manwill not

be able to work again, but still need to have the entire necessary requirementsfor

life, so social security come in place to resolve themystery. Thesestudies emphasize
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the inclusionof informal sector employees in the pensionsystemto manage cover

variousrisks.

Further, findings showed that, individual valuesand beliefs are obstacle to informal

sector employees to join social security funds. From thesefindings Barya (2011)

commentedthat, informal sector employees are basically limited to participate in the

social security system because of their perception and values regarding to social

security system.Values are obstacle due to several reasonssuchas informal sector

employees are complained on the existing amount for contributory saving in the

pension scheme. The informal sector employee feels difficult in payment of social

security funds becauseof the systemto collect and payment of contribution. This

sector need opportunity to join social security funds could usealternative systemof

payment. It has been found that, individual values and beliefs are obstacle to

informal sector employees tojoin social security funds.

5.3Factors influence informal workers to participate in socialsecur ity schemes

Thefindings showed that,accessibility of information to informal sectorsemployees

is thecatalystsfor being included in thesocial security system.Clark (2012) pointed

out that, informal sector employees being accessible with relevant information are

important aspect to enhance the social security system, especially to the forgotten

informal sectors.The informal sectorsemployees need proper plan and provision of

relevant informationwith pensionscheme. The important factors shouldbe started

by building their literacy on thesocial security fundsand increases their information

accessibility through developed literacy.
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It has been shownthat,accessibility of information to informal sectors employees is

the catalysts for being included in the social security system. Alternative social

security systemis existing, but informal employees are not aware on thosetypes of

social security system.Topoleski (2010) with the respective focus of strategies to

improve retirement readinessshouldbe important to consider the time of retirement

and plan effectively. This is not considered for the informal sectors employee. The

lack of education on the alternative social security systemto enroll is the barrier to

includein thesocial security system.

Moreover, findings showed that, ability to join in the social security schemesand

contributeis determined by age of informal workers. Isiaka (2011) argued that,age

of respective informal sector employees is considered as the best way to reach

informal sectors employees to influence their ability to participate in such social

security system.The productive age groups of the informal sector employees are

needed to speed up its contribution and worthy of  pension benefits payment is

directly based on the premises that, informal workers are expected to reap timely

benefits. The benefits distributions need to be designed in such away cope with

Public PensionSystemsrequirement.Theactuarial calculation shouldbe included in

the legislative preferences and institutional arrangements. The informal workers

benefit plans need to be legislative products and political forces impose agreater

effect ontheir design than economic forces.

Also  findings  show  that,  social security system  need  to  plan to  reach  informal

sectors employees of various incometo participate in suchsocial security system,

becausewithout incomecould be able to contribute in the schemes. URT (2011)

found that, informal sector employees need to be able to contributeso that to be
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covered by the social security systemfailure to have incomeresults into failure to

contribute.

For instance, Mos and Seulean (2010) incomeamong informal sector employees is

required as investment strategy to mix investors in the investment portfolio. The

investment strategy has specif ically focusedon the efficiency based on the income.

This strategy  on investment under the Pension Fund is directly  related to the

required investment strategy to promote efficiency and plan to increase income of

informal sector employees.

Benefits are otherfactors which influence informal sector employees to become a

member in social security system. From thesefindings Mos and Seulean (2010)

argued that benefit provided by social security funds are strong force to attract

informal sector employees, because thesesocial security funds are controlled by

government and benefit provision are under the control of government. The ability

and weak social security systemis built on the governmentpolicy. The government

policies under the social security systemand governance are required to directly be

associated to the family unit and kinship that are composed in the traditional social

security institutionsand basically built in the informal sector. There is increasingly

concern on the ability of social security organizations to comply with pension

requirement and system. Like many other developing countries, Tanzania

implemented various efforts towards pension system reformation and improvement

through national development plansand strategies.

In addition findings show that, better procedure  to include informal sector

employees in the social security system much be associated with voluntary basis.

Walsh (2008) argued that ability to informal workers to join in the social security
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system is required to be connected with better  procedures in the investment

decisions for sustainable economic development. It needs to create relevant

environment in the public pension fund systemto be accountable to the public and

members in particular to makerepay benefits in time basis. Pension funds systems

are required  to enrol  the informal  sector employees  in  thepayment of pension

benefits. The pension institution is responsible to obey the benefits payment based

on the schedule ofagreementfor includingbothformal and informal workers.

Mos and Seulean (2010) argued similar results that; better procedures in voluntary

basis are the best option to informal sector employees to be included in the social

security funds. The system is required to be effective in its plan and schedule in

accountable  fashion with relevant procedures that accommodate  social security

funds. At the same time Yermo (2008) argued that, potential for major fiscal

imbalances and regressive distributional outcomes iscompoundedwhen the pension

scheme is designed to cover only specific workers with a high degree of political

power. In Africa this is often thecaseof civil servants‚ pensionarrangements. In all

countries the pensionsystemto include informal sector employees, the pension fund

systemtendsto be moregenerous than for private sector workers. The impact of a

more generous formula and a more mature system along with a lack of reserves

results in a build-up of large deficits that are ultimately a burden on the rest of the

population, and thecrowdingout of other important expenditures

Also, findings showed that, informal workers are mostly excluded in the social

security system and mostly because of being not accessible and unrecognized.

Similarly, Imhanlahimi (2011) suggested that, problem on Pension Funds are

basically attached to the contributors‚ lack of recognition especially for informal
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sector experience that contributes to inadequate investment returns.The inadequate

return basically contributed to failure in including informal sector workers who are

the largepart in this pensionsystem.

Cho, (2009) argued that contributors lack proper recognition in the social security

systemsomecertain category of society is really forgotten and it is assumedas if

assetsdid not make any return. This brings more bias on Funds distribution and

especially to people who are currently outside the Pension. It has been calculated

really to discriminate especially the pensioners. The employees currently on the

contributory plan are increasingly complaining and are not encouraged to join the

Pension Scheme. The system and mechanism need respective empowerment to

improve the pension income and even to gauge its satisfactory on the improved

living standard of members, future strategies to include informal sector employees

are lessignored.

Concurrently Lopez and Musalem (2004) argued that, tradition Social Security

viewed to increaseinsecurity especially to the members. In view of this, the change

of the traditional systemin social security and related impacts especially for women

could be replaced with formal security systemsto informal sector employees who

are out of access.Theexperience indicated that formal security tendto benefit small

numbers of informal sector employees only, who are with limited access to social

security institutions.Theareas where informal sector employees are dominatedsuch

developments particularly of infrastructureare limited.

Ruger, (2007) argued that, starting point of the chain is the interplay between the

environment and tradition of  the individual together  with the attitude towards

pension schemes.On the one hand, traditions/environment can influence attitudes
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and on the other hand, attitudescan also dictatethe normsand traditions of society.

These factorsof attitude interact with valuesand expectationsof participation. These

expectationsand values are influenced by an individual‚s financial well-being, and

they interact with the opportunities and barriers experienced by the individual.

Opportunities and barriers as experienced by the individual are influenced by

information on ISF pension scheme. However, due to the interconnectedness of

organizations relating to pension administration, particularly, revenue implications

and national pensionreview, perceived opportunities and barriers extend beyond the

ISF. Furthermore, barriers can block theroad to participation. Thus the behaviour is

conceived as aflowing stream ratherthan isolatedevent.

At the same time, Asebedo and Grable (2004) argued that, Pensions Fund is

especially required to generate financial returns in the long term perspective. This

especially needs to increase pension pay-outs to members who had attained the

pension benefits conditionality. ThePensionFunds that generate return over thelong

period is recorded to perform better and significantly labelled as efficiency security

funds.

Findings show that, covariance and correlations of parameter estimates show that,

are some associated between variablessuchas procedures to join and awarenessare

closely associated. Alestalo and Puttonen, (2005) showed that, awareness of

informal sector employees on the existing procedures to join social security funds

created theability to be includedin suchsocial security system.Also, Ruger, (2007)

argued that awarenessof relevant procedures that are required to implemented is the

respective approach for social security system tobe included in themembership.
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Concurrently Idowu (2006) lack of awareness of most informal sector employees

has limited their ability to join in the social security system.Similar to this World

Bank, (2014) argued that, lack of awareness on the existing social security system

and relevant products accessible and available to informal sector employees are

considered as a barrier to join.

Longman, (2014) argued that, lack of awareness among informal sector employees

on the social policy and procedure concern in the resource distribution and delivery

in responseto social needs is thebarrier to be included in thesocial security system.

Njuguna (2010) argued that, increased awareness regarding benefits of saving for

retirement would lead to increased enrolment into the ISF. It is evident from the

review of the literature that the tradition of dependence on the extended family for

support is continually threatened by pressures of increasing poverty as the

proportion of older persons receiving economic support from their children is

declining. I am assuming that convictionsabout the benefits of secured incomein

old age will influence petty traders‚ decisions to enrol in the ISF. Enrolment in the

ISF by petty traders, I am assuming, will serve as an equalization opportunity for

social protection. Thus, petty  traders, hitherto excluded from pension benefits

enjoyed by their counterparts in theformal sector, now have an opportunity to secure

their future.

5.4Thechallenges encountered by informal workers in social secur ity schemes

There are several challenges and constraints encountered by informal workers in

social security schemes. The lack of awarenesson the importance of social security

is the barrier for informal sector employee to join in the social security
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system.Ambachtsheer et al., (2006) argued that, informal sector employees‚ lack of

awarenessis considered as a barrier to beincluded in thesocial security system.

Similarly, Alestaloand Puttonen, (2005) argued that, their participation is harmed by

the limitedawarenesson theexisting social security systemand respective ability to

choose. Matter concerning retirement is the choice. The stepsto plan and organize

their income inthe retirement funds tend toharm their future goal and plan. These

employees areadvised toattend several work shopthatexplain the benefits.

Clark (2012) argues that, work place financial education is needed to enhance the

social security system, especially to the forgotten informal sectors. The informal

sectorsemployees need proper planto include inthe pension scheme. The important

factors shouldbe started by building their literacy on the social security funds.The

employers in this nature takeadvantage to the ignorant of their employees to avoid

promoting awarenesson thesocial security system. Theknowledge could bethought

to increase more chance to effectively participate in the social security guidelines

and policy option. Thedecision makers are required to bealertedon theexistence of

informal sectors thatneed suitable social security for voluntary option. This could be

usedto fasterthedecision and makepolicy improvementfor future life for informal

sector employees.

Mos and Seulean (2010) this is not considered for the informal sectors employee.

Thelack of education on thealternative social security system to enroll is thebarrier

to includein thesocial security system.Thetiming of retirement education is needed

to be provided to informal sector employees to encourage take action to voluntary

enrollment. The information on the advantages and disadvantages of the system

shouldbe well stipulated, this is usedas a strategy for planning. The effective plan
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and informal sector preparedness is lack hence reduce the ability of informal sector

employees to enroll in such beneficial system.

Thetraditional values,normsand expectationsis not necessary contributeto prevent

informal sector employees to join in the social security system.Hyun and Pauwels

(2010) show that, tradition and values among the informal sector employees are

considered as the barrier to informal sector employees to join social security funds.

Kidula, (2005) pointed out on the existence of traditional social security institution.

The system that is attached to the tradition had to include families, kinship and

neighbourhood in current times. The study basically concluded that, tradition

institution in effective way needs to promote social security. The ability and weak

social security systemis built on the government policy. The government policies

under the social security system and governance are required to directly be

associated to the family unit and kinship that are composed in the traditional social

security institutionsand basically built in the informal sector. There is increasingly

concern on the ability of social security organizations to comply with pension

requirement and system. Like many other developing countries, Tanzania

implemented various efforts towards pension system reformation and improvement

through national development plansand strategies.

Topoleski (2010) with the respective focus of strategies to improve retirement

readiness shouldbeimportant to consider thetime ofretirementand planeffectively.

This is not considered for the informal sectors employee. The lack of education on

the alternative social security systemto enroll is the barrier to include in the social

security system. The timing of retirement education is needed to be provided to

informal sector employees to encourage take action to voluntary enrollment. The
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information  on  theadvantages and  disadvantages  of the system  should  bewell

stipulated, this is usedas a strategy for planning. The effective plan and informal

sector preparednessis lack hence reduce the ability of informal sector employees to

enroll in such beneficial system.

The lack of proper and adequate information is the obstacle thatprevents informal

sector employees to join in the social security system.Michael (2011) argued that,

lacks of adequate  information to informal sector employees are barrier  to be

included in thesocial security system. Concurrently, Bailey (2010) argued that,there

is a need to improve and reform social security to capture the informal sector. The

framework for the social security system.Informal sector employees are limited to

join social security funds because of the availability of traditional social security

forms. This has focused on the provision of relevant products demanded by the

informal sector employees.

In addition, cumbersome procedures to join in social security system are the

constraint for informal sector employees to join social security system.  Deloitte

(2006) argued that difficult procedures to register in the  pension system by the

informal sector employees which based on the public pension policy. The study

managed to use accountability theories. Pension system often suffers from the

problemof paymentfacilitating informal workers to join in thepensionsystem.The

policy leaders reap political rewards for creating new benefits repayment time for

employees. Sometimes pension funds experience shortage or deficit of cash, this

partly contributed to the type and nature of investment. The funds after being

collected from the public are investedand timely payment of pension is highly

depending on the performance of suchinvestment. The investment performance is
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focused onthe fixed deposits,mutual funds, Government bonds,Municipal bonds,

corporatebonds,cashand deposits and listedequity.

National Audit Office (2010) observed theproblem on the pensionscheme based on

the existing system of pension. The following are the major key issues; mainly, it

had been observed that, social security tendsto delay theprocessof payment of the

benefits provision. This has contributed to currently  observed phenomena that,

Public Service employees tend to be delayed in receiving their pension funds. It is

increasingly termed as a common phenomenonfor retiree to spendmore than 12

monthswithout being paid terminal benefits. Thedelay is composed with thesystem

of Pension Fund formula and determination. It is important to note onthe existing

policy and procedures to control and manage Pension Fund formula to include the

informal sector employees in thepensionsystem.

Zope (2013) argued that payments of pension are increasingly associated with

problemsin such a way that, payment of pensionsare reported with increasingly

health problemsand death of pensioners before obtaining theirpensions.This has

especially affected the life of survivors such as relatives to timely obtaining their

pension benefits. The results are difficult life especially for dependants whom are

left without any reliable sources of income. This is directly associated with the

lowering of living standard. The retirees are still claiming that the delay of pension

benefits payment had lowered their ability to purchase goods,hence affecting their

living standard. The Pension Schemeshad different payment systemsthus need to

includeinformal sector employees.
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Concurrently, Kapuya (2003) focused directly  on the social security system in

various dimension of human work life and life out of work. It used various social

security theories to identif y the pensionsystemand coverage of informal workers, it

is important to usehumanefforts ends.The informal sector employees are suffering

from  the risk, contingencies and  uncertainties to create life and  improve living

standard. The risk is highly controlled in various forms of security, that everyonein

the society need somecertain forms ofrisk control. The risk may becontrolled in the

family, community andsociety level.

On theotherhand Walsh, (2008) argued that, investment Fundsthatare spent on the

further allocation to create better future for bothformal and informal workers. The

investment Funds directly  focused on the ability  to generate inputs so that to

improve output. The investment is directly composedwith various investments in

deposits, Government bondsand equity. These are expected to generate positive

impact on the voluntary pension funds.The rate of returns in the voluntary private

pensionfundstendto be affected by the riskspreference. PensionFundsinvestment

is directly affected by the risk that reduces return of investment. The value of the

fundunit in thePensionFunds is increasingly based on the investment strategies.

The  risks in pension funds almost are  socio-economic  in nature and create

uncertainty environment. The individualsneed to guarantee basically thesecurity in

terms of socio-economic perspective. The social security is basically attached to the

collective measures designed to include informal sector employees. Theneed to plan

and fulfil intervention of social security institution through planned activities to

collect contribution to thefulfil ment of planned activities.
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Economic theory states that thedecisionsor responsesregarding participating or not

participating in any program dependson thelevel of perceived utility thatparticipant

gains from their choiceand respective informal accessibility (Adhikariet al., 2003).

In the decision makingprocess,an individual weighs the utility of two alternatives

and selects thealternativewith thehighest level of utili ty.

In the caseof pensionsas argued by Castel (2006) is based on actuarial principles.

Thus,a worker will bewilling toparticipate in a pensionsystem,if the level of well -

being he or she can attain with thepensionsystems benefits is higher than the level

he or shecan attain without participation and by simply saving the same amountof

contributions.The author further indicates that aside the individual characteristics

and socio-economic factors, the system's financial return or thepresent value of the

expected pensionbenefi ts lessthe costsof contribution is an important determinant

of workers � wil lingnessto participate.

Using this similar approach from Castel (2006), an urban informal worker will be

wil ling to participate in a Micro Pension Scheme, if the level of well-being it can

attain with the scheme's benefits is higher than the level it can attain without, by

simply saving the same amount of contributions, or by choosing another old age

incomestrategy like continuing working or getting the financial supportof his/her

friends and relatives. Consequently, participation is related to financial indicators

that reflect the costs and benefits of the system and individual, households and

socio-economic factors but in the caseof this study, the financial indicators are not

explicitly lookedat since the study is exploratory in nature.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND RECOMM ENDATI ON

6.1 Conclusion

Generally, it has been found that, perception of informal workers towards

institutionalised social security schemes. It has found that becoming a member of

social security fund is relatively difficult because it associated with procedures and

somesort of requirement. It is considered as an obstacle to informal employees to

join social security funds.

There is no any support from government directed to informal sector to enrol in

pension funds system.  Theinformal sectors to join in social security funds are

relatively difficult compared to the situation of government supports.The informal

employees lack information on the existing social security funds, this has mainly

hindered their ability to join social security funds. The informal sector employee

feels difficult in payment of social security funds becauseof the systemto collect

and payment of contribution. This sector need opportunity to join social security

funds could usealternative system of payment. It has been found that,individual

values and beliefs are obstacle to informal sector employees to join social security

funds.

Furthermore, study findings are shownthat, accessibility of information to informal

sectors employees is the catalysts for being included in the social security system.

Alternative social security systemis existing, but informal employees are not aware

on thosetypes of social security system.Thesocial security systemneeds to plan to

reach informal sectors employees to influence their ability to participate in such

social security system.The benefits providedto informal sector tendto influence to
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participate in the social security system.The better procedure to include informal

sector employees in the social security system much is associated with voluntary

basis.

There are several challenges and constraints encountered by informal workers in

social security schemes. The lack of awarenesson the importance of social security

is thebarrier for informal sector employee to join in thesocial security system.The

traditional values, norms and expectations is not necessary contribute to prevent

informal sector employees to join in the social security system.The lack of proper

and adequate information is the obstacle that prevents informal sector employees to

join in the social security system.   The cumbersomeprocedure to join in social

security systemis theconstraint for informal sector employees to join social security

system.It has been foundthat, long distance between informal sector employees and

social security fundsoffice is not necessary to be constraints to join social security

institution. This indicates not signifi cant; it means that lack of policies is not

significant constraints in the participation of social security system by informal

sector employees.

It has been found that, the long delays in the benefit payment by social security

system are not signifi cant factor limit informal sector employees to join social

security system. Informal sectors employees are not aware on the delay of benefit

payment, in sucha way that it is not a factor that limits its ability to be includedin

the social security system. Benefits provided in the social security system are not

related to the demand of informal sector employees. This has considered as a barrier

for informal sector employees to participate in the social security system.Informal

sector employees are limited to join social security fundsbecauseof theavailability
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of traditional social security forms. This has focusedon the provision of relevant

products demanded by the informal sector employees.

6.2 Recommendation

From the findings generated by this study the following recommendations were

drawn.

Pensionfundssystemthrough ministry of work should educate the informal workers

to join in the pension funds.The education should be provided with respective

awareness on the benefits of being a member of social security funds. This will

capture the informal sectors and being allowed to provide views on the benefits

demanded for their satisfaction in voluntary membership in the social security

system.This is directly related to the benefits of encouraging informal workers in

the social security funds.

The social security system should take into account on the respective strategies to

know exactly the need of informal sector employees. For that reason,will comeup

with several barriers that preventing theseinformal sectorsof being a member inthe

social security system.The awareness and sensitization is directly provided to the

understanding of thesystem and its benefits.

Government shouldincreaseeffort of identifying these informal sector employees in

the economy and their contribution required in the social security system. After

identifying will give opportunity to enroll and register their employment in the social

security system. The registration shouldbe in voluntary basis to avoid harm their

ability to effectively participate in theeconomy.
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There is  a need  to use efforts to  review the current social  security policy, for

including the informal sector employees in the scheme. The review will capture

major themes that recognize the informal sector employees in the pensionschemes

and improveon the means toinclude in voluntary basis.

6.3Suggestions for fur ther research

The purpose of this study was to examine the factors influencing informal sector

workers‚ contributionto pensionschemes inDodoma Municipality. Further research

should beconducted onthe;

i. The influence of voluntary membership for informal sector employees, this

should be provided in the ground of formulating awareness on the social

security funds. Thiscould beneeded for voluntary membership.

ii. Possible policy reformation on the informal sector employees to be included

in the social security system.This could be grounded on the problem that,

lack of policies governing social security system, it means that policy are

there but not stable are always subjected to changes in the influence of

political pressure.

iii. Procedures on the membership and its registration shouldbe directly based

on the registration system, joining procedures and expectation of

membership.This ground is needed to beestablished to improve theinformal

sectorsregistration in thesocial security schemes.
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APPENDIX: STUDY QUESTIONN AIRE

Dear respondent,

Ms. Christine Mmbaga is a Masters of Business Administration studentfrom the

University of Dodoma. As a requirement for the fulfilment of her studies, she is

conducting   a research on ƒFactors influencing Informal Sector Workers

contributions to Pension Schemes. I assure you that, the contents   of this

questionnaire was absolutely confidential. The responseswere going only to the

research and information identifying respondents was not being disclosedin any

way.

Thank you in advance for your cooperationandvaluabletime.

PARTA: GENERAL RESPONDENT€SINFORMATI ON. (Pleaseput a tick [€]

in thebox provided).

A.1 Are you employed in theformal or informal sector? €€€€€€€€€

A.2 What type of work do you do? €€€€€€ € €€€€€€€€€€.

A.3 What is your gender/Sex?

(i). Male [ ]

(ii). Female [ ]

A.4 Which of thefollowingbest describe your age?

(i). 18…25 [ ]

(ii). 26 …30 [ ]

(iii). 31 …40                                        [ ]

(iv). 41…50 [ ]

(v). Above51 [ ]
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A.5 What is your highest educational level?

(i). Standard seven [ ]

(ii). Certifi cate/Diploma [ ]

(iii). Bachelor degree/ Equivalent [ ]

(iv). Master‚s Degree [ ]

(v). PhD [ ]

(vi). Others [ ]

A.6 If theanswer in A.5 above is others pleasespecify..............................

PART B: The perception of informal workers towards institutionalised social

secur ity schemes

B.7 what are theperception of informal workers towards institutionalised social

secur ity schemes?

(Pleaserate on a scale of 1 …5: 1-Strongly Disagree, 2 - Disagree, 3 …Neutral, 4-

Agree, 5…Strongly Agree)

B.7.1 Becoming amemberof a Pensionfund isrelatively

easy

1 2 3 4 5

B.7.2

Thegovernment has in placepoliciesenabling

informal sector employees enrolling in PensionFunds 1 2 3 4 5

B.7.3

Informal sector employees haveadequate knowledge

and information ontheexistingPensionFundsand

the benefits provided
1 2 3 4 5

B. 7.4 Remittanceof members' contributionsis easy 1 2 3 4 5

B. 7.5

Individual values andbeliefs restrict informal sector

employees in joining institutionalized Pension

Schemes

1 2 3 4 5
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B. 7.6 Have you ever attended a seminar, workshop or meeting addressing the

importance of social security?

(i). Yes [ ]

(ii). No [ ]

B.7.7 Do you know any benefits offered by the social security systemto informal

sector employees?

(i). Yes [ ]

(ii). No [ ]

B.7.8If theanswer in C.2 aboveis yes pleasemention them;

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

B.7.9 Are services offered by social security system attract informal sectors

employees tojoin?

(a) Yes [ ]

(b) No [ ]

If, Yes, pleaseexplain:

€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€

€€.€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€. .€€€€€€€€ € .

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................
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PART C: The factors that influence informal workers‚ decision to participate in an

institutionalised social security schemes

C.8 what are influence informal workers‚ decision to participate in an

institutionalised social security schemes?

C.8.1 Does knowledge/information accessibility influence informal workers‚

decision to participatein social security system?

(i) Yes [ ]

(ii) No [ ]

C.8.2 Are you amember of any Institutionalized Pension scheme?

(i). Yes [ ]

(ii). No [ ]

C.8.3 if theanswer aboveis yes, how did youbecome amember?

(i). Voluntary [ ]

(ii). Mandatory [ ]

C.8.4 Does social security systemcater for informal employees?

(i). Yes [ ]

(ii). No [ ]

(iii). I don't know [ ]

C.8.5 Do institutionalized PensionFund benefit theinformal sector employees?

(i). Yes [ ]

(ii). No [ ]

(iii). I don't know [ ]
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C.8.6In youropinion doyou think that social security is an important thing?

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

PART D: The challenges encountered by informal workers in social secur ity

schemes

D.9. what are challenges encountered by informal workers in social security

schemes?

The following table shows the factors influencing informal sector employees to

enrol in institutionalized Pensionschemesin Tanzania. Chooseby ticking any five

(5) factors which you think might be appropriate as causesof untimely payment of

benefits.

S/N Factors influencing informal sector employeesto enrol in
institutionalized Pension schemes

Most
appropriate

9.1 Lack of awarenesson the importanceof Social Security

9.2 Traditional values,Normsand expectations

9.3 Lack of properand adequateinformation

9.4 Cumbersomejoining and administrativeprocedures

9.5 Long distancesbetween employee'sofficeand LAPF offices

9.6 Lack of policiesby the government

9.7 Long delays in benefit paymentsby the Fund

9.8 Benefitsofferedare not tailoredto suit the informal sector

9.9 Availabili ty of other traditional forms of social security such
asSACCOS,VIKOBA, etc.
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10.What doyou think needs to bedoneso as toattract informal sector employees to

enrolling PensionFundsin thecountry?

(i) €€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€.€€€€€€€€€ €€€

(ii)€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€ € €.€€€€€€€€€€€€

Thanking you foryour cooperation


